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Purpoft of Proceedings

24-08-2020 This is an application under Section 439 Cr.P.C. seeking bail

for accused persons Md. Abul Hussain and Md. Dildar Hussain in

connection with G.R. Case No. 729120 under Section

32613071447134 rPC.

Case record has been received.

I have heard learned lawyers for both sides and also gone

The allegation in the FIR is that on 12-.07-20, at about 11 pm

accused persons named in the FIR allegedly removed the

boundary post put in between the boundary of informant and

accused. Accused persons also allegedly assaulted the informant

with sharp cutting weapon like Taruwal, Dagger etc., and cut the

neck of the son of informant. It is also stated that as a result of

injuries sustained informant had to take treatment at Tezpur

Hospital and still awaiting for treatment.

The learned counsel appearing for the accused persons

submitted that though police registered the case under Section

4471326130713921427134 IPC but on conclusion of investigation

police submitted charge sheet qnly under Section

44713261307134. It is further contended that accused persons

have been in judicial custody since 14-07-2020 and 16-07-2020

and in the meantime on conclusion of investigation I/O submitted

charge sheet. Therefore, the learned counsel submitted that

further detention of the accused persons is not warranted as the

investigation has already been completed.

Having heard the learned counsel and taking into account all

the material circumstances, it appears that accused persons have

been in judicial custody since 14-07-2020 and 16-07-2020.

Therefore, considering the entire factual matrix of the case, it
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appears that further detention of
is not warranted because on compretion of investigation porice
finally submitted the charge sheet.

Therefore, taking into consideration ail aspects of the case,
accused persons Md. Abur Hussain and Md. Dirdar Hussain are
allowed to go on bair of Rs. 20,0O0/-(twenty thousand) each with
one local surety of rike amount ild tojair, to the satisfaction of
learned Eleka Magistrate.

Bail application is accordingly stands disposed of.
Let the Case record be sent back.

(C. B. Gogoi)
Sessions Judge

UDALGURI


